Since 1927, architects and specifiers have trusted Solomon Colors, Inc., the world’s leader in concrete coloring solutions for their decorative concrete needs. Our company believes in innovation and customer support beyond industry-acceptable standards.

When you specify Solomon Colors, you know you’re specifying the best for your decorative concrete project.
Make an Impact with Solomon Colors Decorative Concrete Products

Create dynamic designs that balance beauty and budget with our line of decorative concrete products. Add integral color to the concrete mix and add a new level of dimension and beauty to indoor and outdoor projects.

Get The Latest Innovations in Color

Our pioneering research for concrete coloring has resulted in two highly unique coloring options: HP ColorFlo® - our next generation liquid pigment - and traditional dry pigment. Both are the highest quality pigments available on the market.

When we talk about quality beyond industry-accepted norms, we mean it. Our colored pigment meets or exceeds the ASTM C979 standard for integral concrete color. We keep our color tolerance at .8 Delta E units, a far more stringent tolerance than the industry standard of 1.5 Delta E units.

We also make storing and pouring convenient - Solomon Colors Integral Colors are packaged in dry 25 lb. white repulpable bags, or as ColorFlo® liquid pigment.

DRY AND LIQUID COLORFLO® INTEGRAL COLORS

Transform gray concrete into a work of art with our integral colors!

Visit our website or call us to request a color chart, or an architectural kit that includes color chips which represent shades of Integral Colors based on 94 lbs gray Type I-II portland cement with 4" slump. Shade variations of cement, cement replacements, and aggregate, plus variations in the volume of water, the addition of admixtures and other additives may have an effect on the design mix and final color. When architectural finishes call for the aggregate to be exposed, shade variations of rock and sand can also affect the final overall appearance of the color. We recommend a test slab be poured and approved before starting the job.

For information on Solar Reflectance Index that can contribute to LEED points, visit us at: www.solomoncolors.com/SRI

For Continuing Education visit us at: www.solomoncolors.com/cecourses

The ‘USGBC Member Logo’ is a trademark owned by the U.S. Green Building Council and is used by permission. The logo signifies only that Solomon Colors is a USGBC member; USGBC does not review, certify, or endorse the products or services offered by its members.
Make an *Impact* with **BRICKFORM**

Decorative Concrete Products

From texturing, coloring, staining, resurfacing and sealing systems, BRICKFORM provides tools and techniques to turn your decorative dreams into concrete results. As a recognized leader in the decorative concrete industry, BRICKFORM coloring systems produce marvelous, creatively unique concrete with our wide variety of colors and coloring techniques. We manufacture high-quality, finely engineered decorative concrete coloring systems that work together with Solomon Colors integral colors to produce beautiful concrete surfaces wherever your creative vision demands them.

Explore all the possibilities and use BRICKFORM systems to create the most impressive and unique designs that you can possibly imagine.

### WE OFFER:

**Texturing Systems:**
- Texture mats
- Border tools
- Flexible mats
- Graphic imprints
- Seamless Skins

**Coloring Systems:**
- Antique releases
- Color hardeners
- Integral color

**Staining Systems:**
- Eco friendly stains
- Acid Stains

**Resurfacing Systems:**
- Micro-topping
- Stampable overlays

**Sealing Systems:**
- Lacquer based
- Water based
- Poly Aspartic sealer

**Maintenance Systems:**
- Antique releases and efflorescence remover
- Protective wax
Let the Solomon Colors family of coloring experts help you bring your projects to life

Spec our products with complete confidence – they are backed by the quality and dependability of the world's foremost manufacturer in concrete coloring - Solomon Colors, Inc. Our technicians and concrete experts are available to answer any questions. We have a complete color matching laboratory and on-call support.

To make sure you have the latest in color innovations, we provide on-site, on-line and video training.

Solomon Colors World Headquarters:
4050 Color Plant Road
Springfield, IL 62702
(toll-free) 800-624-0261
(fax) 217-522-3145

Solomon Colors West Coast Facility:
1251 West Durst Drive
Rialto, CA 92376
(toll-free) 866-747-2656
(fax) 909-874-9444

BRICKFORM Headquarters:
11061 Jersey Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(toll-free) 800-483-9628

For more information or to request an Architectural Kit, Please Call Us Toll-Free:
1-800-624-0261

Visit Us Online:
www.solomoncolors.com

For Continuing Education Credit Online, visit us at:
www.solomoncolors.com/cecourses

HSW Credits

Solomon Colors offers a full line of architectural concrete solutions through its decorative divisions of BRICKFORM and Legacy Decorative Concrete Systems.

www.brickfrom.com
www.legacycolor.com
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